Fitness Tribune Award 2009
The Fitness Tribune Award 2009 in the category „Health“ is awarded to
the back-exercise device “Chirotractor” by Dr. Eduard Chen of Kronberg,
Germany.
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The “Chirotractor”, an invention by German doctor with Chinese ancestry
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innovation of the last 10 years for me, i.e. ever since the FIBO innovation

– Dr. Eduard Chen of Kronberg im Taunus (near Frankfurt) is THE
award was first introduced.
Which athlete has not suffered from lower back pain yet or has never twisted
his hip or lower back, making it impossible to stand straight and preventing
him from exercising or working due to this mechanical lock?
Who hasn’t in such a situation wished for a device to self-adjust and free
himself from the pain ? The “Chirotractor” can do precisely this, forthat a
chiropractor or physiotherapist will not always be nearby. And to get a
cortisone injection from the doctor each time – with all the negative side
effects associated with it – does not make sense, since one will be ill for a few
days either way. You may believe it or not: The “Chirotractor” developed by Dr.
Eduard Chen was submitted to the FIBO Innovation contest but was not
nominated as one of the potential FIBO-Innovation Award winners. This is
absolutely incomprehensible, because according to Dr. Chen almost all
important fitness device exhibitors visited his booth, sometimes more than
once, and were very much interested in the “Chirotractor”.
By the way, I just happened to be at Dr. Chen’s booth when a body builder
from France asked for help (see pohotograph) who claimed to have a
“misaligned hip”. He just had to flex and lock his left knee (the side with the
painful misaligned or locked joint/s), with his foot tucked under his other
straight leg and push the handle bar upwards until one could hear that wellknown “clack” in his hip or lower back area – and the man who had walked in a
rather strange manner before could walk away upright and most happily.
However, it is also important to know that the “Chirotractor” is not only to be
used for therapeutic purposes (self-adjustment of lower back or sacro-iliac
joint misalignments) but as well for prevention through stretching of lower
back ligaments, tendons, muscles and external hip rotators.
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